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I find that hourly wages increase by 8% per additional year of schooling. This result challenges

a study by Pischke and von Wachter (2008) who find zero returns to schooling using the same

survey data and reform. I show that their small and insignificant estimates suffer from uncon-

sidered institutional details. A complementary analysis using social security records confirms

significant effects on earnings, but yields no effects on employment and eligibility for public
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1 Introduction

A rapid increase in educational attainment was one of the most remarkable developments during

the twentieth century. This educational expansion presumably had various reasons such as

advances in technology, new requirements of the global economy, and demographic trends.

Most developed countries addressed the new challenges by extending compulsory schooling

requirements assuming that education plays a central role in modern labor markets. Since the

spread of the seminal concept treating education as a capital investment (Schultz, 1961; Becker,

1962; Mincer, 1974), extensive empirical research has investigated the value of education, to

determine whether governments and individuals invest optimally.

However, obtaining causal estimates of returns to schooling is difficult because various

sources of bias might lead to both overestimated and underestimated effects from ordinary least-

squares (OLS) regressions (Card, 1999). To approach a major challenge of omitted variable

bias, economists have exploited various sources of (arguably) exogenous variation in education

such as compulsory school attendance laws, schooling reforms, and accessibility of educational

institutions with key references being Angrist and Krueger (1991), Harmon and Walker (1995),

and Card (1995), respectively. The landmark studies found that an additional year of schooling

increases wages by 10-16 %. However, subsequent research often questioned such large returns

by providing smaller estimates and occasionally even zero effects from compulsory schooling

reforms (see e.g., Meghir and Palme, 2005; Pischke and von Wachter, 2008; Grenet, 2013).

The literature includes also several examples of prominent results that have been later re-

vised. For instance, exploiting increases of minimum school leaving age (MSLA) in Britain,

Oreopoulos (2006) estimated wage returns of 15%. Using his same sample and specification,
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Devereux and Hart (2010) could not replicate this result and arrived at returns of 7% instead.

Additional adjustment for gender further rebutted the estimates to insignificant 2-3%. More

recently, the study by Acemoglu and Angrist (2000), who document wage effects of 6-11%

using variation in child labor laws and compulsory attendance laws over time and across states

in the U.S., has been challenged by Stephens and Yang (2014). The authors show that the prior

estimates are entirely driven by differential developments across states (e.g., regarding school

quality improvements). Thus the existence of important economic returns to schooling remains

one of the much disputed and controversial topics within economics.

This paper adds to this literature by revising estimates of the wage returns to schooling in the

biggest European economy - Germany. I largely build on a previous study by Pischke and von

Wachter (2008) who exploit the staggered extension of compulsory schooling duration from

eight to nine years (C9) across West German states after World War II. Their paper rejects any

significant effects of education on wages using survey data on individuals born between 1930-

1960 from the Qualification and Career Survey (QaC), a finding that has since been widely

accepted and cited. Recently, Kamhöfer and Schmitz (2016) replicated the zero wage effects on

data from the German Socio-economic Panel (SOEP) and found likewise an insignificant effect

on cognitive skills. However, the lack of economic benefits is somewhat surprising as related

research establishes significant non-pecuniary effects of the German reform in terms of health

(Kemptner et al., 2011), fertility (Cygan-Rehm and Maeder, 2013), and the intergenerational

transmission of education (Piopiunik, 2014).

This paper re-examines the finding of zero returns to schooling in Germany by addressing

some of the challenges that complicated the inference in previous studies. Re-analyzing the QaC

data, I find wage returns of 8%. The sizable and statistically significant effect remains robust
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in various specification tests. I obtain this result by implementing relatively minor, but substan-

tively important, adjustments to the sample and specification from Pischke and von Wachter

(2008). The are three crucial modifications, all motivated by institutional details. First, I ex-

clude individuals born before 1945 because they were affected by temporary and mostly local

extensions of compulsory schooling preceding the actual passage of C9 laws. Second, I also

exclude the "pivotal" birth cohorts comprising both individuals affected and not affected by the

C9 reform due to the cutoff regulations for school enrollment. Third, I account for the parallel

implementation of short school years (SSY ) in several states as they also affected schooling du-

ration (for details see Pischke, 2007). I demonstrate that if ignored, these institutional specifics

confound the estimates and explain the conclusions in the original study. An auxiliary analysis

on high-quality data from social security records confirms that both C9 and SSY significantly

affected earnings, but had no substantial impact on employability and related outcomes such as

eligibility for public transfers.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 gives relevant institutional details. Section 3

introduces my empirical strategy and Section 4 describes the data. Section 5 shows the results.

Section 6 explores the empirical robustness of my main findings and Section 7 concludes.

2 Instututional background

Traditionally and predominantly until today, the secondary schooling in Germany has a tripartite

structure that distinguishes between basic (Hauptschule), intermediate (Realschule), and high

schools (Gymnasium).1 Students receive a referral to one of three tracks after four grades of

1There are also alternative school types such as comprehensive schools without tracking (Gesamtschule) or schools
for children with special needs (Sonderschule, Förderschule), but the vast majority of cohorts under this study
still participated in the traditional tripartite system.
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primary schooling, typically at the age of ten. The tracking depends on various criteria, which

differ by state. Usually, the primary school teachers make a recommendation, but in several

states, parents do not have to comply. The tracks differ substantially in the academic content of

the curriculum, thereby preparing for different professional careers. The basic track lasts until

grade 8 or 9 and prepares for an apprenticeship. The intermediate track comprises 10 grades and

qualifies for an apprenticeship or training in white collar jobs. A high school certificate after 12

or 13 grades gives access to academic education in colleges or universities. During the 1950s,

about three-quarters of 11-year-olds attended the basic, about 10 percent the intermediate, and

15 percent the academic track. However, due to educational expansion, the fraction of basic

track dropped to about 50% within two decades (STBA, 2006).

While the authority for educational policies lies with the federal states, all states negotiate

and set framework agreements to ensure the comparability of school systems. The duration of

compulsory schooling was one of the much disputed and controversial topics in the German

educational debate after World War II (e.g., Leschinsky and Roeder, 1980). Figure 1 illustrates

how the implementation of the ninth grade developed over time and across states. The Nazi

regime centralized the education system and required at least eight years of schooling. Shortly

after the war, Hamburg (1946) and Schleswig-Holstein (1947) re-introduced a compulsory ninth

grade (C9), mandated there already before the war. The remaining states initially stuck to an

eight-year standard, but in some states (e.g., Bremen and North Rhine-Westphalia) students in

the basic track could voluntary attend the ninth or even tenth grade in selected schools.

In the postwar period, the weak labor market and the shortage of apprenticeship positions

for school leavers became leading arguments for a nationwide extension of compulsory school-

ing (Petzold, 1981). Indeed, during the early 1950s, several states issued laws that allowed
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the authorities (at the state or local level) to prolong school attendance. The exact content of

these laws differed by state. Some of the extensions were limited to specific birth cohorts,

predominantly those first enrolled during the war. Several of the laws explicitly conditioned

on insufficient number of apprenticeships relative to school leavers. However, due to the re-

covering labor market in the mid 1950s, the demand for apprentices increased, which virtually

suspended the conditional schooling extensions. Only two further states - Saarland (1958) and

Bremen (1959) - decided to permanently introduce the C9 grade still in the 1950s. By then,

the political discussion already shifted to educational arguments such as improving students’

physical and psychological readiness for the labor market, and the quality and maturity of their

occupational choices.

Finally, in 1964, the prime ministers of all states agreed that compulsory schooling should

last nine years nationwide (Hamburg Accord). North Rhine-Westphalia, Hesse, Rhineland-

Palatinate, and Baden-Wurttemberg eventually implemented the C9 reform in 1967, simulta-

neously with a shift of the starting date of the school year from spring to fall. The change in

schedule was completed within two short school years (SSY) that actually jointly lasted only

16 months (for details see Pischke, 2007). Save for Hamburg, Lower Saxony, and Bavaria all

school children at that time experienced compressed school years. Although the SSY short-

ened the instructional time in the attended grade, they did not affect the curriculum. Bavaria

postponed the implementation of the C9 grade until 1969. Generally, the timing of the reform

varied not only across states but also more locally, mainly because of challenges related to

additional demand for teachers and classrooms (Leschinsky and Roeder, 1980). For example,

Hesse enacted the C9 grade step-wise starting in 1964 with counties that already fulfilled the

organizational requirements.
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Note that my description of the C9 reform largely follows Leschinsky and Roeder (1980)

who provide different implementation dates for Schleswig-Holstein, Hamburg, Bremen, and

Saarland compared to Pischke and von Wachter (2008). Given that I found striking inconsis-

tencies regarding the timing of the reform across various sources, I reviewed the original state

laws and official statistics on the actual ninth grade attendance from STBA (2006). Table 1

illustrates the incidence of ninth grade attendance in the basic track between 1954 and 1966.2

For example, looking at Saarland (last column), we observe that the reform became effective

in 1958 as the ninth grade attendance jumps to 99% from 0% in previous year, which ex-

actly matches the timing from Leschinsky and Roeder (1980) and the original legislation. The

numbers for Schleswig-Holstein (first column) also contradict the date from Pischke and von

Wachter (2008), though the implementation in this state occurred gradually over several years.

The revised timing of the reform should not, however, be decisive for the analysis as it affects

relatively small states.

Table 1 uncovers also other interesting patterns. First, even states that introduced the reform

relatively early such as Hamburg and Schleswig-Holstein, reached a ninth grade attendance

of around 80%. Second, the temporary laws of the early 1950s, which allowed local school-

ing extensions depending on the labor market situation, remained at the longest effective in

Rhineland-Palatinate (until 1957). The data point to a notable phenomenon in this state. In

Lower Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia, these extensions became irrelevant in 1954, and

were hardly ever implemented in Bavaria. In several states, we also observe ninth graders under

the eight-year standard, which are mostly voluntary extensions and reporting issues3.

2Similar statistics for earlier and later years are not available (STBA, 2006). These ratios should be interpreted
with caution as they show the number of students in the ninth grade compared to students in the eight grade, but
in previous calendar year. Thus Table 1 includes regional mobility and switches between tracks.

3For example, until 1960, these numbers include students from a special type of classes that actually prepared for
the intermediate degree, but were integrated into basic schools (Aufbauklassen). This problem does not apply
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Generally, the reform directly affected the duration of schooling among students who would

have left school after eight years otherwise, which applies directly to basic track students. How-

ever, the reform might have also affected the potential dropouts from the other tracks as after-

wards, they had to comply to at least C9 grades of schooling, as well.

3 Empirical strategy

Following the prior literature, I exploit the regional variation in the timing of schooling law

changes within the 2SLS framework, which estimates the following outcome equation

yist = αEducist + χs + δt +X ′
istβ + εist, (1)

where y is the labor market outcome of an individual i from state s in year t. Educ represents

an individual’s years of schooling while χ and δ are vectors of state and year of birth fixed

effects (FE), respectively. X comprises quadratic in age, an indicator for gender, and indicators

for year of observation. The corresponding first-stage equation is

Educist = πInstst + λs + θt +X ′
istφ+ νist (2)

where λ captures state FE and θ is a vector of year of birth FE. Inst represents the instru-

ment based on schooling laws that vary over time and across states. Following Pischke and

von Wachter (2008), I pursue a specification where Inst corresponds to a binary variable that

indicates whether an individual was required to attend nine instead of eighth years of compul-

to Hamburg, Bremen, Rhineland-Palatinate, and Saarland. However, it might explain the striking ninth grade
attendance between 1955-1960 in Hesse, where such classes were relatively common.
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sory schooling (C9). However, I also account for the simultaneous introduction of the short

school years in several states given their potentially opposing effect on schooling duration. To

this purpose, X in both equations includes an indicator for being affected by the short school

years (SSY ). In a separate specification, I also explore using SSY as an additional instrument.

I expect a positive first-stage coefficient on C9 and a negative on SSY .

The internal validity of the 2SLS approach rests on the assumptions that the instrument

is relevant and exogenous. I test the relevance condition in Section 5.1. Exogeneity is ful-

filled if all other changes that occur across states prior to reform are uncorrelated with the law

change itself and the outcomes. The coefficient on the instrument is basically identified within

a difference-in-differences framework as the empirical strategy involves both state and year of

birth FE. Thus any factors that disproportionately affected states over time would violate the

common trends assumption and lead to biased estimates. To account for such differences in

trends across states, I estimate alternative specifications that differ by the set of covariates in-

cluded in X: First, I add time-variant state-specific controls such as student-teacher ratio and

average weekly wages measured when an individual was 14 years old. Second, I explore inclu-

sion of year of birth indicators that differ across more broadly defined geographical regions as

suggested by Stephens and Yang (2014). Finally, I include state-specific trends in year of birth

as in Pischke and von Wachter (2008).

Regarding inference, I follow the prior literature using state-specific schooling law instru-

ments, which typically assumes that standard errors are correlated among individuals from the

same state and birth cohort. These 2SLS confidence intervals are incorrect in case of weak

instruments (Staiger and Stock, 1997), but for the majority of my analysis, the first-stage F-

Statistic testing the significance of the instrument is above the conventional threshold. Fur-
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thermore, the presented inference results are the most conservative as I obtain smaller standard

errors when I cluster by state.4

4 Data

The empirical analysis draws on two main data sets. Following Pischke and von Wachter (2008),

my primary data source is the Qualification and Career Survey (QaC), which is a repeated cross

section of the German labor force above age 15 (GESIS, 2017). So far, there are six survey

waves collected in 1979, 1985/86, 1991/92, 1998/99, 2005/06, and 2011/12. Each of them sam-

ples on average about 25,000 workers.5 I make several sample restrictions to be able to cleanly

estimate the effect of schooling on wages. I restrict the data to German citizens living in the

ten West German states (excluding Berlin). I focus on the prime ages from 25 through 55 to

ensure that individuals completed their education and are not yet affected by early-retirement

programs. Unlike Pischke and von Wachter (2008), I consider only individuals born between

1945 and 1960. I do so for two reasons: first, they were born and enrolled in school after Word

War II and any war related shocks during the educational career could confound estimates. Sec-

ond, the earlier cohorts were affected by the temporary extensions of compulsory schooling in

the early 1950s. The predominantly local character of these laws hampers their parameteriza-

tion because there is no systematic information on their implementation at the local level and

my data do not provide a municipality identifier. Simply ignoring these temporary laws intro-

duces a measurement error into the instrument as we would assign the affected individuals the

eight-year standard while they actually experienced extended schooling.
4I also calculated 2SLS confidence intervals based on the conditional likelihood ratio (CLR) test by Moreira (2003),
which also allows for clustering within each state/year of birth cell.

5The original sample size varies across years between 20,000 and 35,000 thousand observations. The survey started
with German citizens in the age group 15-65 living in West German states, but over time has been extended to
foreigners, older workers, and East German states.
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The main dependent variable is log hourly wage calculated from the gross monthly earnings

(in DM) and the actual number of working hours per week. Given that the schooling system is

structured by tracks rather than by highest attended grade, German data do not typically report

the number of years of schooling. Nevertheless, the data include information on the highest

degree attained, which basically corresponds to the track attended. I exclude individuals with

specific school degrees that could have been obtained only in the socialist East Germany (GDR).

The main advantage of QaC is however that it additionally asked respondents for the year of

graduation from secondary school. Subtracting from this variable the year of birth and typical

age of school enrollment (six) gives the approximate number of years attended to primary and

secondary school.6 I restrict the sample to individuals having from six to 22 years of schooling

to reduce the measurement error in the calculated schooling duration.7

To construct the schooling law indicators C9 and SSY , ideally, I would need the exact date

of birth to determine the year of school enrollment and direct information on the state where

an individual went to school. Unfortunately, I cannot use month of birth as the question was

not included throughout. I thus assume that all individuals started school in the calendar year

when they turned six years old, as illustrated in Figure 1, though this creates some measurement

error.8 For example, I assume that the Bavarian birth cohort 1954 was enrolled entirely in 1960

and thus not affected by C9. However, a substantial fraction of this cohort regularly started

6In absence of this measure, German studies typically construct years of schooling by imputing the usual duration
of a particular track. However, this approach would require using the instrument variable C9 to determine whether
an individual with a basic track degree should have graduated after 8 or 9 years. While Pischke and von Wachter
(2008) provide alternative estimates based on the imputed schooling years, I abstain from this approach as it
mechanically generates a strong first-stage relationship between C9 and Educ.

7The originally calculated number of years of schooling was between -57 to 48. The implausibly low and high
values potentially reflect a misreported year of graduation or year of birth. My sample restriction corresponds to
dropping the observations below the first and above the 99 percentile of schooling duration, but alternative sample
cuts yield similar results.

8The exact cut-off date for school enrollment varies by state. For the analyzed cohorts, most states stuck to 31st

March, but children born between 1st April and 30th June could also start school in the calendar year of their sixth
birthday if they were sufficiently mature.
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school one year later in 1961 and those individuals were already treated by C9. To minimize

this measurement error, I exclude the "pivotal", i.e., not yet fully affected cohorts from the main

estimation sample. Which cohorts in the affected states were exposed to the SSY depended

on the attended track (Pischke, 2007). However, I observe only the completed degree and it

might be endogenous to both policy changes. Thus I do not condition the coding on the track

choice and assign the SSY as if everyone attended the lowest track. Consequently, all students

born between 1953 and 1961 experienced SSY because they attended school in April 1966. In

Schleswig-Holstein, Bremen, and Saarland, the SSY affected also the cohort 1952 as, under

the C9 regime, it entered their last grade in April 1966 (see Figure 1). The marginal cohorts

1952/1953 and 1961 experienced one SSY and those in-between two SSY . I do not apply this

distinction in my main analysis, but a robustness test shows that it yields identical results.

The state of school attendance is reported only in 2006 and for consistency, I use the current

state of residence as a proxy throughout. The resulting measurement error should be limited as

regional mobility in Germany is generally low and about 77% of individuals in the 2006 sample

currently live in the state of their school attendance. Nevertheless, in Section 6, I demonstrate

that using the available information on state of school attendance leads to similar results.

The second data source are individual register records from the Sample of Integrated Labour

Market Biographies (Antoni et al., 2016).9 I use the SIAB data primarily to investigate potential

effects on employment because QaC samples only working individuals. SIAB is a 2 % sample

of population covered at least once by the social security system between 1975 and 2014 due

to employment or benefit receipt. Since 2000, registered jobseekers with no benefit eligibility

9Specifically, I use the weakly anonymous version 1975-2014 and accessed the data via a Scientific Use File at the
Research Data Centre (FDZ) of the German Federal Employment Agency (BA) at the Institute for Employment
Research (IAB) in Nuremberg.
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and participants of employment or training measures are also included. The original data cover

about 80% of the total workforce in Germany as civil servants and self-employed are not subject

to social security (though some might be included e.g., as voluntarily registered jobseekers).

The SIAB is organized by spells and follows the sampled individuals as long as their activities

appear in social security records. To efficiently handle the data volume, I reshape the spells

into a yearly panel with 1st July being the day of observation, but alternative cutoffs (e.g., 1st

January, 1st April, 1st October) yield the same results.

Similar to my QaC sample, I focus on German citizens born 1945-1960 and their outcomes

measured at ages 25-55. I exclude a small number (0.3%) of apprentices, trainees, and interns,

who contribute to social security while being in education. Given that the state of residence

is only available since 1999 and even then frequently not reported, I impute the missing values

with the location of the current employer or unemployment agency. Unfortunately, the informa-

tion on educational attainment is limited to school leaving certificate, which lumps together the

basic and intermediate degree. Consequently, I am not able to construct any measure of years

of schooling and estimate only reduced-form results. In contrast to QaC, social security records

do not facilitate identification and exclusion of individuals who went to school in the GDR. To

reduce the measurement error in the instrument, I restrict my sample to individuals who entered

the data before the fall of Berlin Wall (9th November 1989). Earnings are reported as gross daily

wage (in EUR) with no information on working hours. I convert the original values into DM.

The SIAB data have several advantages over the Micro Census (MC) used as a comple-

mentary data set by Pischke and von Wachter (2008). First, it allows a larger sample because

the scientific use files of the MC cover 0.7% of households (as opposed to 2% of workforce

in SIAB). Second, SIAB is based on employers’ payroll records, so that the information on
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gross earnings is likely very accurate. In contrast, there is no earnings measure in MC data;

respondents report only their monthly net income, which is coded in brackets and comprises

any income sources including labor, public transfers, properties, and support from family mem-

bers. Third, SIAB is a panel, so that it offers a potentially better coverage than the repeated

cross-sections of MC because individuals missing in one year might be still observed in other

years. Finally, while Pischke and von Wachter (2008) pool the MC surveys from 1989 to 2004,

my SIAB sample covers the period from 1975 to 2014, thereby encompassing nearly entire

occupational careers of the cohorts I study.10

My final QaC sample comprises 35,250 individuals and the SIAB panel about 4.1 million

annual observations on 209,137 individuals. Because for a given person the instrument is time-

invariant, I cannot use the panel structure of the register data. Given the age restrictions, an

individual might appear up to 31 times in the 40-year panel. The median incidence is 27 times.

To avoid repeated occurrence in the estimations, I randomly select one observation per person.

Alternatively, I also run regressions using all observations and cluster the standard errors by

individual. I link both data sets to time-variant state-specific controls such as average weekly

wages and student-teacher ratio from administrative data (STBA, 2006). The aggregate vari-

ables are measured as of the year when an individual was 14 years old, i.e., in eighth grade.

Table A.1 provides summary statistics.

10Another advantage is that SIAB is free of charge. Acquiring MC data for the same period would generate a
substantial cost because the current fee is 250 EUR per survey year.
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5 Results

5.1 Effects of the schooling laws on educational attainment

To investigate the first-stage relationship between the endogenous years of schooling and the

instrument, I estimate equation 2 using the QaC data. Table 2 shows the results from four

different specifications. I display only the coefficient on the instrumental variable C9 and the

newly included variable SSY capturing the effect of short school years. In addition, all regres-

sions include a constant, gender dummy, quadratic in age, and the maximum set of indicators

for state, year of birth, and survey year.

I start with the standard specification without any further covariates. Column 1 yields that

the extension of compulsory schooling from eight to nine years (C9) increased the duration of

schooling by almost 0.4 years. The point estimate is statistically significant, so that the first stage

F-statistic exceeds the conventional weak instrument threshold of 10. The coefficient on SSY

also shows the expected direction implies that the short school years compressed the length

of schooling by 0.25 years. Adjusting for state-specific developments in wages and school

quality in column 2 slightly increases the magnitude of both coefficients and the F-Statistic. To

mitigate the concern that the state-specific controls measured at age 14 are endogenous to the

law changes, I also explored using a different timing of the data linkage and obtained nearly

identical results.11

Alternatively, the regression in column 3 adds year of birth FE that differ across broadly

specified regions because Figure 1 suggests an existence of a regional gradient in the timing of

the C9 reform. I distinguish between north (Schleswig-Holstein, Hamburg, Lower Saxony, and

11The earliest possible linkage is at age 12 because previous statistics on school quality are not available for some
states. Merging at age 13 or 15 also generates similar results.
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Bremen), middle (North Rhine-Westphalia, Hesse, Rhineland Palatinate, and Saarland), and

south (Baden-Wurrtemberg and Bavaria) Germany.12 This specification flexibly accounts for

any kind of time-varying factors that are common for the states within each region. The point

coefficient on C9 decreases only slightly. The larger standard error and the lower F-Statistic are

not surprising given that the number of states within each region is small.

Finally, column 4 includes state-specific trends in year of birth,13 which yields the strongest

first stage. A worrying feature of this specification is that it might run the risk that the trends

pick up not only different preexisting developments across states, but rather confound the long-

run developments with dynamic responses to a law change (Wolfers, 2006). Reassuringly, the

estimates for the effect of C9 on schooling duration are relatively stable across the different

specifications and statistically indistinguishable from each other. The F-Statistics confirm the

relevance of the instrument throughout.

Using the last specification in Table 2, Pischke and von Wachter (2008) repeat the estima-

tions on a subsample limited to basic track students. They were mostly affected by the extension

of compulsory schooling, so that we might expect that any effects of C9 are larger among this

group compared to the full sample. However, the authors emphasize that this analysis rests on

the assumption that the reform did not affect the track choice itself. Indeed, they find a very

small and insignificant effect on the probability of completing the basic track. In Table 3, I re-

investigate this issue by using my sample and specification to estimate the reduced-form effects

of C9 on completed degree. The dependent variable in each column corresponds to one out of

five mutually exclusive degrees. Overall, the estimates imply that C9 decreased the fraction of

12Generally, aggregating the West German states into broader regions seems arbitrary, but alternative definitions
yield similar results; I also explored a split into north versus south and into regions corresponding to the three
occupational zones after World War II: American, British, and French.

13Following Pischke and von Wachter (2008), I focus on specifications using linear trends, but Section 6 shows
also estimates adjusted for quadratic trends.
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school dropouts and lead to substantial shifts between the basic and the intermediate track. The

increased incidence of intermediate degree is not surprising given its lower opportunity cost

after the reform; the difference between compulsory schooling duration and time spent in the

middle track shrunk from two to one year. Given the endogenous selection into track, limiting

the sample to basic track students loses its validity and would produce biased estimates.

5.2 Effect of years of schooling on wages

Having established that the C9 reform significantly affected the duration of schooling, I now

turn to the 2SLS estimates of the effect of increased schooling on wages. Panel A of Table 4

shows the results from the four different model specifications corresponding to the first-stage

estimates from Table 2. The instrumental variable is C9, but I control for SSY throughout.

Panel B documents the corresponding reduced-form estimates of the direct effect of both law

changes on wages. All effects are identified via a differences-in-differences design, because

state and year of birth FE are also included. Panel C displays the conventional OLS estimates.

Given that the dependent variable is log hourly wage, the estimate in column 1 of Panel

A corresponds to an 9% wage return per additional year of schooling. However, this result

relies on the strong assumption that there are no other factors that correlate with the treatment

and disproportionately affect states over time. To make this assumption more credible, in col-

umn 2, I control for state-specific developments in wages and school quality, which leads to a

slightly stronger effect. The model in column 3 replaces the state-specific controls by interac-

tion terms between regions and year of birth FE. The 2SLS effect is comparable to the previous

ones, but less precisely estimated. The specification in column 4 includes state-specific linear

trends in year of birth, which yields the most conservative effect. Nevertheless, the coefficient
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corresponds to a wage return of 8% and remains statistically significant at the 1%-level.

In international comparison, wage returns of 8% are in line with the majority of literature

that documents rather moderate wage effects from extensions in compulsory schooling in Eu-

rope (see e.g., Meghir and Palme, 2005; Brunello et al., 2009; Aakvik et al., 2010). However,

my sizable and significant estimates challenge the previous study by Pischke and von Wachter

(2008), who conclude about zero returns to schooling in Germany by using the C9 reform, the

same data, and a similar model specification to the last column in Table 4. However, I intro-

duced some important modifications and the next section discusses their role in explaining the

contradictory findings.

5.3 Comparison with Pischke and von Wachter (2008)

I start the comparison by showing how undoing the major changes compared to Pischke and von

Wachter (2008) affects my baseline findings. Table 5 summarizes the results. For comparison,

column 1 repeats my baseline estimate. I focus on the impact of three essential modifications:

omitting birth cohorts 1930-1944, excluding the "pivotal" cohorts, and controlling for the par-

allel introduction of the SSY in some states.14

First, I excluded cohorts 1930-1944 mainly because of the temporary extensions of com-

pulsory schooling in the early 1950s (see Figure 1). Individuals born during this period might

have already experienced prolonged education, so that assigning them to the eight year regime

would create a measurement error in the instrument. A nonclassical measurement error in C9

yields a weaker first stage and noisier estimates, but it should not create a bias as it also atten-

14I also revised the timing of the C9 reform for four states and additionally included the two newest survey waves
of the QaC. However, the two changes turn to be of minor importance as I obtain a virtually identical 2SLS
estimate of 0.081 when I use the coding of C9 found in Pischke and von Wachter (2008) and the survey years
available back then. Detailed results are available upon request.
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uates the reduced-form estimates. These consequences are apparent after including the omitted

cohorts in column 2. Both the first-stage and the reduced-form coefficients in Panels B and C

are considerably weaker. The 2SLS estimate in Panel A loses its precision and decreases in

magnitude, but is statistically indistinguishable from the baseline result. Another argument for

excluding these cohorts are war-related turbulences, which might lead to bias if they affected

the reform’s timing and are not captured by the cohort FE or state-specific trends. Although this

seems unlikely, my restricted sample mitigates the risk of such confounding effects.

Second, to reduce the measurement error in the instrument, I also excluded the "pivotal"

cohorts, which were only partly affected by the C9 reform due to the cutoff rules for school

enrollment. Again, including them in column 3 does not vanish my main result. Indeed, the

first-stage and reduced-form estimates are lower in magnitude and less precise, but the 2SLS

coefficient still allows to conclude about significant wage returns to schooling. However, the

evidence is now much weaker. Thus even if measurement error in the instrument does not lead

to bias, it actually contaminates the estimates by increasing uncertainty of the inference.

Finally, I modified the empirical strategy by including SSY as an additional control. Thus

column 4 displays the results after omitting SSY . The 2SLS estimate decreases in magnitude

compared to column 1, but remains significant. I argue that including SSY appears inevitable

given its parallel introduction with the C9 reform in several states and the offsetting effects of

both legislative changes in the first-stage and reduced-form regressions (see Tables 2 and 1).

Generally, the three minor but plausible adjustments help to cleanly identify the effect of

interest, but neither of them fully accounts for the contradictory findings by itself. Thus rather

their combination appears to be crucial for establishing sizable and significant returns to school-

ing in this framework. Column 5 supports this argument by showing the results obtained after
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removing all three modifications. The first-stage and reduced-form coefficients almost exactly

match the respective estimates of 0.190 and and 0.010 reported by Pischke and von Wachter

(2008) in their Table 1 (column 1) and Table 2 (column 3).15 The small and imprecise 2SLS

estimate does no longer allow to conclude about significant wage returns to schooling.

5.4 Effects of the ninth grade on employment and related outcomes

An important question is whether the C9 reform affected labor force participation because a

different sorting into employment threatens a causal interpretation of the wage returns. It is

likely that employers prefer more educated job applicants over those who spent less time in

school because of expected productivity improvements.16 To investigate potential employment

effects, I now turn to the register data including both employed and unemployed individuals.

Table 6 shows the reduced-form estimates for the effect of the C9 reform on various out-

comes. I cannot exploit the panel structure of the data to estimate the coefficient of interest

within a FE framework because there is no within-person variation in the instrument. Thus the

table displays results from two different approaches. In Panel A, I randomly select one observa-

tion per person to avoid repeated occurrence in the estimations. In Panel B, I run the regressions

on pooled data and cluster the standard errors by individual.

The dependent variable in column 1 is an indicator for being employed, which is equal to one

if a person has any positive labor income subject to social security contributions. The coefficient

15The article prints a reduced-form estimate of -0.010, but the negative sign is presumably a typing error because
earlier Pischke and von Wachter (2005) report 0.010. The negligible differences between their estimates and my
replication reflect the revised timing of the C9 reform and inclusion of the two most recent waves of QaC, which
I keep in Table 5 for comparability with my main results.

16Unfortunately, I am not able to provide any strong evidence that the C9 reform actually led to human capital
improvements due to lack of comprehensive data on this issue for the cohorts under study. While following
Kamhöfer and Schmitz (2016), I investigated the potential cognitive gains using the SOEP, I was left with less
than 2,000 observations and the estimates were too imprecise to draw any conclusions.
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on C9 is in expected direction, but small and insignificant. Similarly, I do not find any effects

on the probability of having a parallel secondary job in column 2. The precise zero effects on

labor supply are in line with no significant changes in eligibility for public transfers such as

unemployment benefits and welfare in column 3, though employment and benefit receipt are

not necessarily mutually exclusive. The results in Panel A and B lead to identical conclusions.

In the last column, I repeat the analysis for log daily wages. Both panels yield significant

impacts of the reform on this earnings measure. However, the magnitudes of these effects do

not exactly match the reduced-form estimate of 0.042 from the QaC data (see Table 4, Panel B,

column 4) and they also differ between Panel A and B.

There are two potential reasons for the generally weaker reduced-form effects in the SIAB

compared to the QaC data. First, to some extent, the divergence reflects a different sample

composition as SIAB records do not cover self-employed and civil servants. Indeed, excluding

these groups from my QaC sample decreases the reduced-form estimate to 0.032, which is

similar to the estimate in Panel A. Section 6 documents that this change is driven by self-

employed and not by civil servants. Second, the weaker reduced-form estimates in the SIAB

might be also due to the limited regional information. In this respect, the QaC is superior

because it surveys the state of residence, which is missing for about 65% of my SIAB sample.

I then use the state of work, but it might lead to a larger misclassification in the instrument,

thereby attenuating the reduced form.17

Nevertheless, these two reasons do not explain the difference between the reduced-form ef-

fects on earnings in Panel A and B. To understand this issue, I investigate the compositional

17I tested this argument in the QaC data by replacing the state of residence by state of work, which is available
in waves 2006 and 2012. Indeed, the reduced-form estimate decreases from 0.042 to 0.038. This change is
generated by a relatively small subsample because the two waves constitute only 13% of my entire QaC sample.
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differences between the two SIAB samples and find a higher average age and a lower percent-

age of women if I pool all observations as in Panel B (see Table A.1). Figure A.1 plots the

age structure in the data. The dotted black line shows that the SIAB in Panel B lacks young

observations below age 30. This shortage is per construction because the records start in 1975,

so that I do not observe individuals born between 1945 and 1950 at particular ages between 25

and 29. Similarly, I don’t observe the birth cohort 1960 at age 55 as the data end in 2014. In

contrast, the solid black line for the SIAB sample in Panel A uncovers an over-representation of

individuals below age 33. This pattern is mainly driven by women and might reflect that some

of them leave the labor force due to childbearing, thereby being more likely to enter the sample

at a young age when I randomly draw one observation per person. For comparison, the dashed

grey plot implies that relatively young individuals dominate the QaC sample. To make the age

structure in both SIAB samples more comparable and assure that it is not driven by the period

of data availability, I restrict the data to earnings measured between the 30th and 54th age year

and find that the estimates in Panel A and B converge (see Table A.2).

Overall, the complementary analysis using social security records confirms a significant

impact of the ninth grade on earnings. The effect’s magnitude is lower compared to the reduced-

form estimate from the QaC data mainly because of a different sample composition and a larger

measurement error in theC9 variable. I do not find any evidence that the wage effects are driven

by an endogenous selection into employment.

6 Robustness

This section assesses the sensitivity of my main findings from Table 4 to alternative model

specifications and sample restrictions. Table 7 summarizes the results by showing the 2SLS co-
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efficient for the effect of an extra school year on wages and the corresponding reduced-form and

first-stage results. All regressions include state-specific trends in year of birth and an indicator

for individuals affected by the SSY .

A major threat to the identification strategy is that the estimates are generated by differences

between states as opposed to variation within states over time (Stephens and Yang, 2014). To

rule out the possibility that any remaining regional differences explain the results, I step-wise

excluded every single state from the analysis and found that the results remained remarkably

stable. Panels A through C exemplify this robustness when omitting selected states, which could

actually confound the estimates for specific institutional reasons: in the city states Hamburg

and Bremen, the tracking took place two grades later compared to the remaining states. Hesse

introduced C9 gradually across counties as described in Section 2. In Lower Saxony, the SSY

did not affect the basic track students, but shortened the schooling duration in the two higher

tracks (Pischke, 2007). Panels A through C confirm my main conclusions.

In panel D, I depart from the main specification by adding quadratic state-specific trends in

year of birth. The wage return is still significant, but its magnitude decreases to 6%. This change

is mainly driven by the remarkably stronger first stage because the reduced-form estimate re-

mains nearly unaffected. The purpose of including squared trends is to account for slow-moving

trends in each state prior to the reform. While this appears to be a rigorous strategy to satisfy

the common trends assumption, the approach is also controversial because flexible trends can

inadvertently pick up reform-induced dynamics and produce biased results (see e.g., Wolfers,

2006; Lundborg et al., 2014). Consequently, the estimates in the last column may not be the

closest to the true values.

I next test whether the results are driven by a potential measurement error in the schooling
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law indicators and the schooling measure. The main source of error in C9 and SSY is the

limited geographical information. The QaC 2006 survey is an exception because in addition

to the current state of residence, it also reports the actual state of school attendance. Panel E

shows that using this information does not appreciably change the estimates. In Panel F, I re-

place the dummy variable SSY by two indicators to account for separate effects of experiencing

one versus two SSY . The results are identical. Panel G intends to further reduce the potential

measurement error in the endogenous schooling variable by omitting individuals who obtained

less than eight and more than 13 years of schooling. Before the C9 reform, these numbers cor-

responded to the expected schooling duration in the lowest and the highest track, respectively.

This sample cut is very conservative as some deviations from the typical duration are possible

e.g., due to repeating grades, skipping a year, or switching between tracks. Nevertheless, Panel

G yields even a higher 2SLS estimate for the wage return.

Panels H and I exclude civil servants and self-employed, respectively, who might potentially

face different wage rigidity compared to conventionally employed workers. While omitting

civil servants leaves the results unchanged, excluding self-employed reduces the wage returns to

5.5%. This finding suggests that this group benefits relatively more from an extra schooling year

than remaining workers or that extended schooling affects the incidence of self-employment.

Unfortunately, auxiliary regressions yielded only fragile evidence for a different sorting into

self-employment due to the schooling extensions because the coefficient on C9 was imprecisely

estimated and sensitive to specification changes. Thus I cannot entirely exclude that the C9

reform lead to some compositional changes of the work force, so that omitting self-employed

in Panel I and Table 6 might induce selected sample.

Generally, any effects of the reform on labor labor market participation might bias the wage
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returns. However, given that I did not find any employment effects in Section 5.4, selective labor

supply is not a concern. To further strengthen the argument, I also re-run the main regressions

separately for women and men. The rationale for doing so is that selective labor force participa-

tion should be less an issue among men while extended schooling might affect women’s labor

supply through potential fertility effects (Cygan-Rehm and Maeder, 2013).18 The first-stage

results imply that the reform more strongly affected women’s education compared to men. The

reduced-form coefficients indicate also slightly higher wage responses among women, though

they lack precision due to reduced sample sizes. Overall, the magnitude of the 2SLS estimates

for the wage returns in the first column is very similar across gender.

I also carefully tested to what extent my selection of included birth cohorts affects the re-

sults. For example, I widened the sample to earlier cohorts by using different birth years as

cut-offs. I do not show the results because these sample cuts yielded point estimates between

my main result and the one presented in column 2 of Table 5. Instead, in Panel L, I further

limit the period to cohorts 1946-1959. The point estimate diminishes only slightly and remains

statistically significant.

Finally, Panel M shows results from an alternative specification that includes SSY as an

additional instrument instead of treating it as an ordinary covariate. Table 2 documents that

both law changes significantly affected schooling duration. Moreover, the offsetting effects of

C9 and SSY are of similar magnitude. However, the interventions differently dealt with the

curriculum; while the C9 introduced a new ninth grade of instruction, the SSY compressed the

old curriculum into a shorter instructional period. Therefore, using them both as instruments

18Indeed, using the female subsample, I found significantly negative effect of schooling on the number of children
living in a woman’s household of -0.200. The effect is slightly higher compared to Cygan-Rehm and Maeder
(2013), who look at completed fertility and do not consider SSY . The corresponding coefficient for men is
insignificant and positive (0.084).
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implies that the identification of the local average treatment effect (LATE) comes from a differ-

ent group of compliers compared to my baseline specification. Nevertheless, Panel M strongly

supports my main conclusions as the 2SLS estimate virtually matches my main result.

7 Conclusions

The existence of important economic returns to compulsory schooling is one of the most inves-

tigated and controversial topics within the economics literature. The empirical evidence from

studies that seriously address the endogeneity of schooling to establish causality is largely in-

conclusive. For example, for several years, the general consensus among researchers using U.S.

data was that an additional year of schooling increases individual earnings by 6-10% (see e.g.,

Card, 1999). Only recently, Stephens and Yang (2014) presented an appealing alternative to the

earlier conclusions; they obtain insignificant and even wrong-signed estimates after introducing

a minor modification to a common empirical strategy using U.S. schooling laws as instruments.

One of the first studies that obtained a zero return from extensions of compulsory schooling

was Pischke and von Wachter (2008) for Germany. The authors argued that German students

acquire the labor market-relevant skills much earlier compared to students in the U.S. or other

countries. So far, this conclusion has been widely accepted and cited.

This paper provides new evidence for the existence of sizable private returns to compulsory

schooling in Germany. Specifically, I find wage effects of 8% per additional year of schooling

by implementing minor though essential modifications to the sample and specification from the

earlier study. My adjustments are for purely institutional reasons and I show that each of them

alone does not eliminate my estimate of the return to schooling. It is rather a combination of

unconsidered institutional details that alter the previous estimates by Pischke and von Wachter
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(2008). My baseline results are not confounded by other policy changes and not driven by pre-

existing trends across states as highlighted in Stephens and Yang (2014). Moreover, the returns

remain remarkably robust in various sensitivity tests and are also detectable in alternative data

from social security records. Looking beyond earnings, I do not find any benefits of extended

schooling in terms of employability and independence of public transfers.

The finding that compulsory schooling positively affects wages in Germany yields new im-

plications for the latest iteration of the general debate, especially if such returns are nonexistent

in the U.S. The established argument that general secondary education in Germany carries less

value added in terms of skills compared to the U.S. has lost its validity. Unfortunately, I am

not able to shed more light on potential mechanisms behind the estimated returns due to lack of

comprehensive data on cognitive skills for the cohorts under study and leave the issue for future

research. Nevertheless, my estimates may help to explain the puzzle of why the German exten-

sions of compulsory schooling lead to significant responses along other dimensions such as e.g.,

health (Kemptner et al., 2011) and fertility (Cygan-Rehm and Maeder, 2013) if the wage returns

were apparently zero. This paper vindicates the importance of the income channel as a poten-

tial mechanism behind such non-pecuniary benefits of schooling and also yields implications

for future research exploiting this reform for identification. Generally, my findings call also for

attention to institutional specifics within the quasi-experimental research as undervalued details

might lead to very different conclusions and policy implications.
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Figure 1: Duration of compulsory schooling over time and by state

 birth 
cohort 

 school 
entry 

 expected exit 
after 8 years 

Schleswig
Holstein Hamburg Lower

Saxony Bremen North Rhine-
Westphalia Hesse Rhineland

Palatinate
Baden-

Wurrtemberg Bavaria Saarland

1930 1936 1944
1931 1937 1945
1932 1938 1946
1933 1939 1947
1934 1940 1948
1935 1941 1949
1936 1942 1950
1937 1943 1951
1938 1944 1952
1939 1945 1953
1940 1946 1954
1941 1947 1955
1942 1948 1956
1943 1949 1957
1944 1950 1958
1945 1951 1959
1946 1952 1960
1947 1953 1961
1948 1954 1962
1949 1955 1963
1950 1956 1964
1951 1957 1965
1952 1958 1966 * * *
1953 1959 1967 * * * * * * *
1954 1960 1968 * * * * * * *
1955 1961 1969 * * * * * * *
1956 1962 1970 * * * * * * *
1957 1963 1971 * * * * * * *
1958 1964 1972 * * * * * * *
1959 1965 1973 * * * * * * *
1960 1966 1974 * * * * * * *

8 years 9 years (selected municipalities)
8.5 or 9 years (cohorts enrolled during the war or conditional on lack of apprenticeships) 9 years

*Cohorts affected by short school years (SSY) in basic track (April 1966 - November 1966, December 1966-July 1967)

Note: Own illustration based on Leschinsky and Roeder (1980), Petzold (1981), original legislation from the state laws, and school statistics from STBA (2006).
Further details available on request.
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Table 1: Ninth graders in the basic track relative to eight graders previous year

Federal state

Year Schl.-
Holstein

Hamburg Lower
Saxony

Bremen NRW Hesse Rhinel.-
Palat.

Baden-
Wurtt.

Bavaria Saar-
land

1953 31% N/A 15% N/A 15% 4% 93% 3% 0% N/A
1954 46% N/A 5% N/A 2% 4% 91% 3% 1% N/A
1955 65% N/A 2% N/A 0% 8% 89% 3% 1% N/A
1956 72% N/A 3% N/A 1% 8% 90% 2% 1% N/A
1957 72% N/A 3% N/A 1% 10% 24% 3% 1% 0%
1958 75% N/A 5% N/A 1% 13% 1% 2% 1% 99%
1959 75% N/A 4% N/A 1% 14% 2% 7% 1% 87%
1960 74% 78% 4% 73% 1% 13% 1% 5% 1% 86%
1961 79% 84% 2% 80% 1% 2% 0% 2% 0% 84%
1962 76% 82% 82% 77% 1% 4% 0% 2% 0% 76%
1963 78% 82% 75% 79% 2% 16% 1% 4% 0% 88%
1964 77% 82% 79% 80% 2% 37% 1% 4% 0% 82%
1965 77% 82% 78% 80% 4% 49% 1% 7% 0% 80%

Year of final introduction of the ninth grade
from Leschinsky and Roeder (1980)

1947 1946 1962 1959 1967 1967 1967 1967 1969 1958
from Pischke and von Wachter (2008)

1956 1949 1962 1958 1967 1967 1967 1967 1969 1964

Source: NRW refers to North Rhine-Westphalia. Own calculations based on absolute numbers of students in their
eight and ninth school year from STBA (2006).
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Table 2: First stage: effect of the schooling laws on years of schooling

(1) (2) (3) (4)

C9 0.363*** 0.383*** 0.341*** 0.507***
(0.055) (0.053) (0.077) (0.060)

F-Statistic 43.95 52.20 19.52 70.19

SSY -0.244*** -0.285*** -0.327*** -0.433***
(0.060) (0.058) (0.057) (0.101)

State-specific controls no yes no no
Region × year of birth FE no no yes no
State × linear trend in year of birth no no no yes

Observations 33,250
Clusters 154

Notes: C9 and SSY are indicators for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year and short school years,
respectively. All regressions include a constant, indicators for state, year of birth, interview year, gender, and
control for age (quadratic). State-specific controls comprise weekly wages of male workers and student-teacher
ratio measured at the age 14. Region distinguishes between north (Schleswig-Holstein, Hamburg, Lower Saxony,
Bremen), middle (North Rhine-Westphalia, Hesse, Rhineland Palatinate, Saarland), and south (Baden-
Wurrtemberg, Bavaria) Germany. Robust standard errors clustered at state × year of birth cells in parentheses.
***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
Source: QaC 1979-2012, own calculations. State-specific controls from STBA (2006).
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Table 3: Reduced-form effects of the ninth grade on completed school degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
No degree Basic track Middle track High school Other

C9 -0.006 ** -0.049 *** 0.042 *** 0.015 -0.001
(0.003) (0.017) (0.016) (0.011) (0.002)

Observations 33,250
Clusters 154

Notes: C9 is an indicator for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year. All regressions include a
constant, indicators for state, year of birth, interview year, gender, and control for age (quadratic), state-specific
linear trends in year of birth, and an indicator for being affected by short school years (SSY ). Robust standard
errors clustered at state × year of birth cells in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the
1%, 5% and 10% level.
Source: QaC 1979-2012, own calculations.
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Table 4: Effect of years of schooling on log wages

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: 2SLS
Years of schooling 0.092 *** 0.099 *** 0.086 ** 0.083 ***

(0.026) (0.029) (0.035) (0.026)
First-stage F-Statistic 43.95 52.20 19.52 70.19

Panel B: Reduced form
C9 0.033 *** 0.038 *** 0.029 ** 0.042 ***

(0.008) (0.011) (0.012) (0.013)

SSY -0.044 *** -0.046 *** -0.046 *** -0.050 ***
(0.008) (0.010) (0.008) (0.018)

Panel C: OLS
Years of schooling 0.035 *** 0.035 *** 0.035 *** 0.035 ***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

State-specific controls no yes no no
Region × year of birth FE no no yes no
State × linear trend in year of birth no no no yes

Observations 33,250
Clusters 154

Notes: See Table 2.
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Table 5: Differences in sample and specification compared to Pischke and von Wachter (2008)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: 2SLS
Years of schooling 0.083 *** 0.065 ** 0.060 * 0.068 ** 0.039

(0.026) (0.027) (0.031) (0.027) (0.037)

Panel B: First stage
C9 0.507 *** 0.313 *** 0.390 *** 0.353 *** 0.195 ***

(0.060) (0.059) (0.078) (0.057) (0.047)
F-Statistic 70.19 27.87 25.23 38.53 17.06

Panel C: Reduced form
C9 0.042 *** 0.020 ** 0.023 * 0.024 ** 0.008

(0.013) (0.009) (0.013) (0.010) (0.008)

Cohorts 1930-1944 excluded yes no yes yes no
"Pivotal" cohorts excluded yes yes no yes no
SSY included yes yes yes no no

Observations 33,250 52,853 35,508 33,250 55,224
Clusters 154 300 160 154 310

Notes: C9 and SSY are indicators for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year and short school years,
respectively. All regressions include a constant, indicators for state, year of birth, interview year, gender, and
control for age (quadratic) and state-specific linear trends in year of birth. Robust standard errors clustered at state
× year of birth cells in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
Source: QaC 1979-2012, own calculations.
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Table 6: Reduced-form effects of the ninth grade on various labor market outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Working Secondary Public Daily

job transfers earnings

Panel A: One randomly selected observation per person
C9 0.003 0.001 -0.005 0.029 ***

(0.005) (0.002) (0.004) (0.008)

Observations 209,107 209,107 209,107 190,242
Clusters 154

Panel B: All observations pooled
C9 0.003 0.002 -0.003 0.015 **

(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.007)

Observations 4,110,248 4,110,248 4,110,248 3,820,906
Clusters 209,107 209,107 209,107 190,242

Notes: C9 is an indicator for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year. All regressions include a
constant, indicators for state, year of birth, interview year, gender, and control for age (quadratic), state-specific
linear trends in year of birth, and the introduction of short school years (SSY ). Robust standard errors in
parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at state × year of birth cells in Panel A and individual level in Panel B.
***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
Source: SIAB 1975-2014, own calculations.
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Table 7: Sensitivity analysis: 2SLS estimates of the effect of schooling on log wages

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Coeff. on years Reduced form First stage Observations

of schooling C9 C9 F-Stat. [Clusters]

A: Exclude Hamburg & Bremen 0.079 *** 0.038 *** 0.474 *** 60.90 31,908 [122]
(0.028) (0.013) (0.061)

B: Exclude Hesse 0.087 *** 0.044 *** 0.511 *** 71.42 30,249 [139]
(0.024) (0.012) (0.060)

C: Exclude Lower-Saxony 0.074 ** 0.039 *** 0.533 *** 40.05 29,271 [139]
(0.028) (0.014) (0.084)

D: Add quadratic trends 0.060 *** 0.041 *** 0.678 *** 91.60 33,250 [154]
(0.021) (0.014) (0.071)

E: Use state of schooling 0.078 *** 0.041 *** 0.521 *** 69.95 33,252 [154]
(0.025) (0.013) (0.062)

F: Two indicators for SSY 0.083 *** 0.044 *** 0.526 *** 65.62 33,250 [154]
(0.028) (0.015) (0.065)

G: Schooling from 8 to 13 years 0.092 *** 0.040 *** 0.435 *** 45.88 28,751 [154]
(0.035) (0.013) (0.064)

H: Exclude civil servants 0.082 *** 0.047 *** 0.571 *** 58.47 29,643 [154]
(0.024) (0.013) (0.075)

I: Exclude self-employed 0.055 ** 0.028 ** 0.510 *** 59.00 30,735 [154]
(0.022) (0.012) (0.066)

J: Women 0.080 * 0.047 0.590 *** 30.53 13,352 [154]
(0.048) (0.030) (0.107)

K: Men 0.088 * 0.041 ** 0.458 *** 27.87 19,898 [154]
(0.045) (0.019) (0.087)

L: Cohorts 1946-1959 0.074 *** 0.039 *** 0.526 *** 61.67 28,999 [134]
(0.026) (0.014) (0.067)

M: Two instruments: C9 & SSY 0.084 *** 0.042 *** 0.507 *** 35.11 33,250 [154]
(0.027) (0.013) (0.060)

Notes: C9 and SSY are indicators for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year and short school years,
respectively. All regressions include a constant, indicators for state, year of birth, interview year, gender, and
control for age (quadratic) and state-specific linear trends in year of birth. Robust standard errors clustered at state
× year of birth cells in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
Source: QaC 1979-2012, own calculations.
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Appendix

Table A.1: Sample means

QaC SIAB SIAB
one observation all observations

per person pooled

Working 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.93 1.00
Hourly wage (log) 2.88 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Daily wage (log) N/A 4.59 4.59 4.73 4.73
Year of observation 1,991.19 1,993.12 1,992.94 1,994.12 1,993.95
Year of birth 1,953.02 1,953.34 1,953.28 1,953.51 1,953.47
Age (years) 38.17 39.78 39.65 40.61 40.48
Female 0.40 0.47 0.47 0.43 0.42
Affected by C9 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.67 0.67
Affected by SSY 0.39 0.41 0.40 0.42 0.41
Years of schooling 10.58 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Highest degree: no 0.01
Highest degree: basic 0.51

}
0.70 0.75 0.75 0.79

Highest degree: intermediate 0.28
Highest degree: high school 0.20 0.13 0.14 0.11 0.12
Highest degree: other/n.a. 0.00 0.17 0.12 0.14 0.09
Schleswig-Holstein 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
Hamburg 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Lower Saxony 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
Bremen 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
North Rhine-Westphalia 0.29 0.28 0.27 0.28 0.27
Hesse 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09
Rhineland Palatinate 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
Baden-Wurrtemberg 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16
Bavaria 0.18 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19
Saarland 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
State-specific weekly wages (DM) 247.04 253.14 252.05 256.14 255.26
State-specific student-teacher ratio 34.08 33.86 33.85 33.79 33.79
Secondary job N/A 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03
Public transfers eligibility N/A 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.01

Observations 33,250 209,137 190,242 4,110,248 3,820,906

Notes: C9 and SSY are indicators for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year and short school years,
respectively. State-specific variables as of age 14 from STBA (2006). Source: QaC 1979-2012 and SIAB
1975-2014.
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Figure A.1: Age structure in the data
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Table A.2: Reduced-form effects of the ninth grade on various labor market outcomes measured
at ages 30 - 54

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Working Secondary Public Daily

job transfers earnings

Panel A: One randomly selected observation per person
C9 0.004 0.000 -0.007 0.024 **

(0.005) (0.002) (0.005) (0.008)

Observations 198,987 198,987 198,987 180,398
Clusters 154

Panel B: All observations pooled
C9 0.002 0.001 -0.003 0.017 **

(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.008)

Observations 3,438,508 3,438,508 3,438,508 3,195,753
Clusters 198,987 198,987 198,987 180,398

Notes: C9 is an indicator for being affected by a ninth compulsory school year. All regressions include a
constant, indicators for state, year of birth, interview year, gender, and control for age (quadratic), state-specific
linear trends in year of birth, and the introduction of short school years (SSY ). Robust standard errors in
parentheses. Standard errors are clustered at state × year of birth cells in Panel A and individual level in Panel B.
***, ** and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level.
Source: SIAB 1975-2014, own calculations.
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